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Chapter 2711: The First Elder 

 

“You want me to join the Sword Alliance?” Strange Old Snake was surprised. 

Jian Wushuang looked at Strange Old Snake expectantly. 

Although Jian Wushuang’s strength had completely surpassed Strange Old Snake, he needed more high-

level combat power if Sword Alliance were to continue its expansion. Jian Wushuang could not rely on 

himself alone, so he had to find ways to recruit more experts. 

Strange Old Snake was very powerful even among Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods and naturally fell 

within Jian Wushuang’s recruitment target. 

Strange Old Snake pondered for a moment and smiled. “I agree to join the Sword Alliance.” 

“Mmm?” Jian Wushuang was a little surprised as he knew a little about Strange Old Snake. 

Free-spirited lone rangers like Strange Old Snake would not easily join any forces. 

There were many first-rated forces in Danyang Continent including some top forces that tried to win 

Strange Old Snake over, but he bluntly rejected the forces’ generous offers. 

Jian Wushuang did not have high expectations for Strange Old Snake to accept his invitation and only 

thought of just trying it out. 

Unexpectedly, Strange Old Snake agreed. 

He agreed with alacrity before Jian Wushuang even offered him anything. 

‘He made the decision quite hastily, didn’t he?’ 

“Alliance Master, I’ll never regret it since I’ve agreed to join Sword Alliance. I’ll accept the tasks you 

assign to me from now on,” said Strange Old Snake. 

Jian Wushuang felt even weirder to hear his reassurance and said, “In that case, you will be the First 

Elder in Sword Alliance from today onwards, Strange Old Snake. Your position is second only to me and 

has the same level as Xin’er our Chief Steward. Sword Alliance will try our best to get it for you should 

you need any resources in the future,” explained Jian Wushuang. 

“Thank you, Alliance Master.” Strange Old Snake nodded joyfully. 

Strange Old Snake was indeed a lone ranger as Jian Wushuang said. He did not like to join any forces and 

preferred to be free. 

However, his personality was not the main factor that determined his behavior but his extreme concern 

over the benefits he could gain. 

Benefits were more important than anything! 

He would join a force and perform any given tasks if the benefits offered were sufficiently attractive. 



The forces that previously sent out invitations to him offered attractive benefits but those benefits did 

not appeal to him at all. In short, he was not impressed by their offers. 

On the other hand, the Sword Alliance was different. 

Jian Wushuang was different to be precise. 

He saw Jian Wushuang’s huge potential and bright future. 

“There’s no doubt that Jian Yi is a real demon—a Superior Demon. I’m afraid that even the Dragon 

Phoenix Pavilion which was known as a place where geniuses gathered in the Nine Realms of Golden 

Crow may not have such a super genius. At least I’ve never heard of one. Which Peak Heaven Ultimate 

God in Dragon Phoenix Pavilion could kill a Grand Ultimate God?” Strange Old Snake muttered to 

himself. 

The gap between Heaven Ultimate God and Grand Ultimate God was too big. 

The Peak Heaven Ultimate God demonic genius in Dragon Phoenix Pavilion could probably compete with 

an ordinary Primary-level Grand Ultimate God but that was about it. There was no chance of a Peak 

Heaven Ultimate God demonic genius to defeat a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God. 

Strange Old Snake was surprised to see Jian Wushuang managed to mercilessly behead a top Primary-

level Grand Ultimate God with his own eyes. Jian Wushuang’s ability to go beyond his cultivation realm 

was truly terrifying. It was the reason that convinced Strange Old Snake about Jian Wushuang’s great 

potential—a potential so great that it was terrifying. 

In addition, Jian Wushuang was not only an exceptionally strong talent but also very smart when taking 

action. 

In just two to three years, he managed to create such a large Sword Alliance to the point he could take 

over the Star Fort and become a first-rated force. 

“I’ve always been very good at reading people. From what I see, Jian Yi is impeccable in terms of his 

talent, strength, and the way he carried out his actions. He also has a special relationship with Crimson 

Stone Fort. I’m sure he can do a lot of things in the Danyang continent within an extremely short time. 

He might even change the situation in the Danyang Continent! 

“I can even see Crimson Stone Saint’s shadow in him...” 

Strange Old Snake was extremely excited. 

The founder of Crimson Stone Fort—Crimson Stone Saint was the former ruler of the Danyang 

Continent. 

Many years ago, Crimson Stone Fort rose to the top in an extremely short period with its influence 

spread across the region and finally occupied a great deal of Danyang Holy Domain. 

Crimson Stone Saint was so prestigious at that time. Strange Old Snake had regretted being too weak 

with talents that did not appeal to Crimson Stone Saint, so he could not get a place in Crimson Stone 

Fort. 



Strange Old Snake could see Jian Wushuang would be the second Crimson Stone Saint. No, Jian 

Wushuang was even better than the Crimson Stone Saint. 

Strange Old Snake did not think it was a disadvantage for him to be under such a super genius’s 

leadership. Instead, he thought it was a huge advantage because he was the first Grand Ultimate God to 

be Jian Wushuang’s follower. Jian Wushuang would then pay more attention to him, allowing him to 

reap greater benefits when Jian Wushuang rises rapidly in the future! 

Therefore, he did not need Jian Wushuang to promise him anything and agreed with alacrity when Jian 

Wushuang invited him to join the Sword Alliance. 

As for Jian Wushuang, he felt strange that Strange Old Snake agreed too easily, but did not think much 

about it. 

After all, Strange Old Snake could no longer threaten him whether he had any thoughts of doing so. 

Dragon City had completely quieted down along with those Star Fort experts. 

Once everything had quieted down, Jian Wushuang then instructed Strange Old Snake to take the lead 

to set off with the Divine Sword Army and high-level Star Fort experts to lay claim over the Star Fort’s 

territories. 

... 

In the main hall of the black castle, Jian Wushuang was sitting there alone with an Interspatial Ring in his 

hand. 

The Interspatial Ring had been left behind by the deceased Fo Yi. 

Fo Yi was a genuine Grand Ultimate God expert and also the leader of a top second-rated force. Jian 

Wushuang was looking forward to what he could find inside Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring. 

“I hope you won’t let me down.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes twinkled excitedly and began to check the ring’s 

contents. 

He found countless treasures and various cultivation resources. 

There were more than 2,000,000,000 and nearing 3,000,000,000 Primordial Stones in the Interspatial 

Ring. 

In addition, there were many Divine Elixir Pills. 

“He was indeed a wealthy Grand Ultimate God as he had four thousand Divine Elixir Pills.” Jian 

Wushuang grinned faintly. 

4,000 Divine Elixir Pills was a huge amount as he had yet to collect that many Divine Elixir Pills even after 

destroying several third-rated forces. 

Fo Yi had so many Divine Elixir Pills because he was the leader of a top-tier second-rated force as 

ordinary Grand Ultimate God would not have that many Divine Elixir Pills. 



In the Danyang Continent, it was already considered very good if an ordinary Grand Ultimate God had 

1,000 Divine Elixir Pills. 

Chapter 2712: A Big Surprise 

 

For example, Strange Old Snake was an extremely powerful Primary-level Grand Ultimate God. 

However, he did not have many Divine Elixir Pills. He had asked for 4,000 Divine Elixir Pills when Palace 

Keeper Si Zhen contacted Strange Old Snake and asked him for help, which was a lot to ask for. After 

bargaining persistently, Palace Keeper Si Zhen offered Strange Old Snake 1,000 Divine Elixir Pills and 

2,000,000,000 Primordial Stones instead which Strange Old Snake happily accepted. 

1,000 Divine Elixir Pills was a windfall for Strange Old Snake. 

On the other hand, there were some very poor Grand Ultimate Gods in Danyang Continent. 

Scorpion King was one of them. 

Scorpion King knew of Jian Wushuang’s identity when he first saw Jian Wushuang in Northern Darkstar 

Territory. He also knew Jian Wushuang needed a lot of Divine Elixir Pills so he gave Jian Wushuang all the 

50 Divine Elixir Pills he had. 

Scorpion King was ranked top among the Primary-level Grand Ultimate God and was even a little better 

than Fo Yi, but he only had 50 Divine Elixir Pills—showing how poor he was. 

Of course, his wealth was attributable to Yin Su’er’s difficult situation as Scorpion King had contributed 

his resources including nearly all of his Divine Elixir Pills to Yin Su’er—which left him poor. 

Jian Wushuang was surprised to be able to bag 4,000 Divine Elixir Pills from Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring. 

After that, Jian Wushuang continued to dig into the various treasures in the Interspatial Ring. 

There were countless treasures in Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring. Among them were many mystical weapons, 

secret techniques, and a myriad of elixir pills. 

Jian Wushuang was casually browsing through the treasures and something lying alone in the corner of 

the Interspatial Ring suddenly caught Jian Wushuang’s attention. 

“That is...” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes widened in astonishment and disbelief. He then flipped his hands and the item 

appeared in front of him. 

It was an ancient scroll with an archaic feel. 

Jian Wushuang’s heart shook at the sight of the ancient scroll. 

He was so familiar with the scroll because he had an exactly similar one with him. 

Wow! 

A similar scroll that he owned appeared on his other palm when Jian Wushuang waved his hand again. 



The two scrolls were identical such that even their spiritual aura was the same. 

“Fengtian Scroll!” 

Jian Wushuang was shocked. 

It was a Fengtian Scroll! 

Crimson Stone Saint gave Jian Wushuang a Fengtian Scroll in the Saint’s Tomb. 

It was exactly due to the Fengtian Scroll that Jian Wushuang had promised Crimson Stone Saint to help 

Yin Su’er to relieve the tormenting situation afflicting her. 

Crimson Stone Saint said the Fengtian Scroll was extremely precious and had paid a hefty price back 

then to obtain the scroll. 

However, Jian Wushuang had just taken out another Fengtian Scroll from Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring. 

“Let’s check if this is the Fengtian Scroll?” 

Jian Wushuang immediately opened the scroll while trying to control his excitement. 

A huge stellar map instantly appeared in front of him. 

There were light spots on the stellar map like dazzling stars moving slowly. Jian Wushuang carefully 

meditated upon it and could feel the vast expanse of heaven and earth from the star map. 

“This is indeed a real Fengtian Scroll!” Jian Wushuang was overjoyed. 

Fengtian Scroll was a very rare treasure. 

Jian Wushuang had been relying on meditating upon the Fengtian Scroll to improve his cultivation and 

was progressing at an astonishing speed. 

He heard from Crimson Stone Saint that there were many Fengtian Scrolls and each of them was 

extremely precious. It would be of great use to any cultivator if they were able to have three scrolls at 

once—even for one at the Undying Saint realm. 

Jian Wushuang had no idea what would happen if he obtained three Fengtian Scrolls, but he was certain 

that even a single scroll had tremendous benefits. 

It was unexpected he would obtain a second Fengtian Scroll from Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring. 

“How could this be? The Fengtian Scroll is so precious that even Crimson Stone Saint was struggling to 

get only one of it, yet Fo Yi is just a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God. How did he get his hands on it?” 

Jian Wushuang was confused. 

Unfortunately, he could not find the answers because Fo Yi had passed away. 

“Well, it doesn’t matter how he got it. This Fengtian Scroll is now mine. Adding in the one I previously 

obtained from Crimson Stone Saint, I now have two scrolls with me.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes gleamed 

excitedly.” One scroll is already so useful. I wonder what will happen if I have two scrolls.” 



Jian Wushuang was looking forward to finding it out. He then opened up both Fengtian Scrolls at the 

same time with a wave of his hand. 

Instantly, two huge and wonderful star maps appeared concurrently in front of Jian Wushuang. 

Both star maps started merging into one in the blink of an eye, forming a more complete star map that 

covered a larger area. 

At the same time, the Cosmic Mystery within the star map became even more abstruse than before 

such that its abstruseness had been multiplied by several folds. 

Jian Wushuang tried to understand the Cosmic Mysteries and tried to mediate upon the scrolls. He 

discovered his speed of gaining insights was several times faster than before! 

Jian Wushuang was stoked to make the discovery. 

The best thing about the Fengtian Scroll was the Cosmic Mystery within. He could use it to improve his 

understanding of laws and Sword Principles at a faster pace using such a method. He had been doing 

that all along and it helped him to improve his understanding of laws and Sword Principles at a rapid 

speed. 

In just a few decades, he had reached his current achievement. 

The progress of his meditation was already very fast. Could he possibly be even faster? 

How incredible would that be? 

“The Heaven and Earth’s laws, not to mention the Sword Principles were deep and profound which 

became more difficult as I progressed further. My current understanding of the laws and principles is 

still at Peak Heaven Ultimate God level and I already find it much harder than before. I’ve obtained the 

second Fengtian Scroll today, hence my speed of gaining insight will increase once again, and with that 

my progress will then...” Jian Wushuang clasped his hands together tightly in excitement. 

Accumulation of divine power was not difficult for any cultivators as it merely needed time. 

Some people with prominent and resourceful backgrounds could absorb and refine Primordial Stones or 

Divine Elixir Pills to enhance their divine power. 

It might be easy to improve one’s divine power, but increasing one’s understanding of the laws and 

principles was not as easy. 

Many people were stuck at bottlenecks such that their progress remained stagnant for thousands of 

years at times—just like what Fo Yi had gone through before. The best way to make a breakthrough was 

using the Fengtian Scroll. 

It was very important for Jian Wushuang to improve his understanding of the laws and principles. 

Chapter 2713: Famous Across Danyang 

 



“I managed to kill Fo Yi in the battle because of my various strong secret techniques. However, I’m far 

behind him when it comes down to understanding laws and principles. This is also my most urgent 

issue.” 

“This second Fengtian Scroll had appeared just in time.” Jian Wushuang tightened his fists. 

His strength could only rise in an unscrupulous manner with his understanding of laws and Sword 

Principle leading the way. 

‘Let me start meditating on it!’ Jian Wushuang soon calmed down and started meditating with both 

Fengtian Scrolls. 

Old Snake was leading the Divine Sword Army to take over all the territories Star Fort previously 

controlled as Jian Wushuang was meditating. 

Some of the Star Fort’s upper management surrendered. On the other hand, those who did not were 

killed, hence the remaining people dared not fight back allowing the Sword Alliance to take over all of 

Star Fort’s territories with ease. 

However, Star Fort was one of the top second-rated forces and quite famous in the Danyang Continent. 

The news about Fo Yi’s death and Star Fort being taken over shook the entire Danyang Continent. 

Su Han’s name had also spread across the entire Danyang Continent. 

Everybody soon learned about how Su Han had the combat prowess of a Grand Ultimate God despite 

being a mere peak Heaven Ultimate God. Apart from that, he even killed Star Fort Master Fo Yi. 

Su Han was known as both a genius and devilish. 

The name Su Han had gained a reputation across the Danyang Continent. 

Apart from that, the Sword Alliance had gained the attention of various forces in the Danyang Continent 

as it had caused a sensation in that area. 

The Sword Alliance was a strong force after all. They had spent a huge amount of resources to form the 

highly competitive Divine Sword Army on top of having taken over Star Fort and the addition of the 

Grand Ultimate God, Old Snake. There was a huge possibility for the Sword Alliance to become a first-

rate force after taking over all the territories belonging to Star Fort. 

Although there were many second-rated and third-rated forces on the Danyang Continent, there were 

not many first-rated forces. 

At a huge hall of the Nanwu Palace. 

A burly middle-aged man wearing a loose and luxurious robe sat on a throne with a serious expression 

on his face. His fingers were lightly tapping the armchair. 

The burly middle-aged man was the Palace Master of the Nanwu Palace and also the publicly recognized 

first-ranked expert on Danyang Continent. 

“Su Han of the Sword Alliance? I wonder where this Su Han came from as he has some useful methods. 

The Sword Alliance had only been formed for merely two to three years and they’re now turning into a 



first-rated force since they had already taken over Star Fort?” The burly middle-aged man had a cold 

expression on his face. 

“Although the Sword Alliance developed so speedily, they’re still quite far away from becoming a first-

rated force and aren’t a threat to my Nanwu Palace so there’s no need to bother them right now. 

What’s urgent to Nanwu Palace right now is still the Crimson Stone Fort...” The moment Crimson Stone 

Fort was mentioned the burly middle-aged man’s expression was not the only one turning cold, the 

expressions of the Nanwu Palace experts sitting at the bottom also had the same expression. 

“The Crimson Stone Fort has been aloof for too long. Even though they’ve declined right now and aren’t 

as strong as they used to be, a starved camel is bigger than a horse. Our Nanwu Palace still can’t 

contend head-on with them.” The burly middle-aged man understood that fact clearly. 

The Crimson Stone Fort was still very strong despite having declined. 

The Crimson Stone Fort seemed helpless because they were made up of many factions with non-stop 

internal fights. 

The fact remains that Crimson Stone Fort’s power at that moment was still much stronger than the 

Nanwu Palace. 

“Our Nanwu Palace has a tactical understanding with the Divine Demon Sect, Life and Death Tower, and 

Dongfang Clan. What we need to do right now is to recuperate and build our strength. At the same time, 

we need to try our best to maintain the situation of the Danyang Continent so that the continent’s 

balance is kept. We shall then wait as the Crimson Stone Fort’s strength constantly weakens following 

their internal factions’ continuous fights. Based on the current situation, the Crimson Stone Fort will be 

weakened to an extremely low point within a couple of hundred years!” 

“Our opportunity will arrive by then!” The Nanwu Palace experts’ facial expressions had also changed. 

It was true that Nanwu Palace and the other top-rated forces hoped to see the Crimson Stone Fort 

continue their internal struggles as they had never been affected hence had been recuperating and 

building up their strength. 

“Although the Sword Alliance is developing so speedily right now, they are still unable to affect the 

current situation or break the balance of Danyang Continent right now. Therefore, we don’t need to pay 

much attention to them. This Sword Alliance Master Su Han is really a terrific genius. We can send 

somebody to contact him and learn about his background and if it’s possible—ask him to join the Nanwu 

Palace,” ordered the burly middle-aged man. 

“Yes, Palace Master.” The experts from the Nanwu Palace nodded solemnly. 

... 

In the Divine Demon Sect, their sect master was also standing in a grand hall. 

“Sword Alliance?” 

“They can’t be considered as a first-rate force at this moment so they aren’t qualified enough to get my 

attention. As long as this force doesn’t continue to cause any huge problems, there’s no need to pay 



much attention to them. Let’s directly destroy it when they threaten to destroy the Danyang Continent’s 

balance!” 

... 

Every power force on the Danyang Continent including those top forces had learned about the Sword 

Alliance’s existence and heard of Su Han’s name. 

However, those top forces did not pay much attention to them. 

The Danyang Continent was a huge piece of land and the situation was very complicated while there 

were also all sorts of forces. 

It was very normal for forces to rise and fall. The force that was being taken over was only a second-

rated force and not even considered first-rate, therefore it did not affect the entire situation in the 

Danyang Continent much. 

It was almost impossible for Jian Wushuang to break Danyang Continent’s balance and caused the 

continent to enter into a complete mess solely with that incident. 

All the top forces had not put much importance on him at that moment nor did they have the time to 

pay much attention to him. 

However, that was what Jian Wushuang wanted. 

At the same time, a thin elder suddenly opened his eyes in a dark hall. 

“Fo Yi was killed by somebody?” 

“The Sword Alliance’s...Su Han?” The thin elder had just received news about that but immediately 

frowned. 

“The item that once belonged to Fo Yi will land into Su Han’s hand upon his death. I don’t think Su Han 

has any idea what that item is nor will he know about its uses, right?” 

“That’ll be quite troublesome.” The thin elder was still deep in his thoughts when his expression 

suddenly changed as several messages were transmitted to him. 

The thin elder took the Message Token out and glanced at it before smiling helplessly. 

“Those elders really know how to divert their responsibilities away and directly pass this troublesome 

matter to me? However, what can I do when those people are much stronger than me?” 

“Alright, I shall personally go and meet Alliance Master Su Han.” The thin elder soon made a move after 

softly sighing. 

Chapter 2714: A Visit 

Star Fort had been completely taken over by the Sword Alliance. 

There was some trouble during the annexation process as the Star Fort had such a big territory which 

attracted the interest of many forces. However, those who coveted the territories were some second-

rated forces with none from first-rate. 



Therefore, there was no need for Jian Wushuang to take action toward those second-rated forces. The 

Divine Sword Army under Old Snake’s leadership was sufficient to easily get rid of them. 

Most second-rated forces did not have a Grand Ultimate God who personally attended to them after all. 

Jian Wushuang gradually calmed down after taking over Star Fort. 

He needed some time to slowly digest and increase his strength. 

Dragon City was still the Sword Alliance’s liar. 

A thin elder had already appeared in the void above the Dragon City. 

“The Sword Alliance Master is in that city?” The thin elder looked at the huge black-colored fort from 

above the void as he slowly descended downward with an indifferent smile on his face. 

The thin elder was stopped by several guards at the fort’s entrance as soon as he arrived. 

“Please send somebody to announce that the Devilish Wind King is here to pay Alliance Master Su Han a 

visit.” The thin elder smiled while exposing his divine power. 

The guards at the entrance were shocked when they felt his wave of divine power. 

“Mister, please hold on as we immediately go in and make the announcement.” One of the guards 

immediately entered to make the report. 

In the secret chamber, Jian Wushuang had been sitting there with both Fengtian Scrolls opened in front 

of him. 

His meditating speed was much faster compared to previously as he borrowed both Fengtian Scrolls 

during his meditation. 

“My understanding towards the first stage Transmigration Law has reached an exceptional state since 

long ago and I’m only one step away from the second stage. However, after meditating with both 

Fengtian Scrolls during this period, I feel I’ll be able to achieve the second level Transmigration Law 

soon,” mumbled Jian Wushuang as he was secretly happy about this. 

At this moment... 

“Master, master!” Xiao Tiexin’s voice could be heard from outside the secret chamber and interrupted 

Jian Wushuang’s meditation. 

Jian Wushuang opened his eyes and looked towards the door. “Xin’er, what is it?” 

“Master, somebody who addresses himself as Devilish Wind King is asking to meet you. Apart from that, 

he seems to be a Grand Ultimate God from the divine power he revealed,” said Xiao Tiexin. 

Jian Wushuang’s facial expression changed as he realized Xiao Tiexin’s reason for interrupting him while 

he was meditating in retreat. 

It turns out a Grand Ultimate God was there to personally visit him. 



“Devilish Wind King?” Jian Wushuang squinted slightly as he had never heard of that name. However, 

Old Snake should know who that was. 

Jian Wushuang immediately sent a message to Old Snake. 

Jian Wushuang had previously ordered Old Snake to lead the Divine Sword Army and take over Star Fort. 

Although Star Fort had been taken over at that moment, their territories were not completely under the 

Sword Alliance’s control yet, hence Old Snake had remained there. 

Old Snake quickly responded after receiving Jian Wushuang’s message, “Devilish Wind King? I know 

about him and had once interacted with him. He’s also a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God whose 

power can only be considered common among Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods. However, he’s very 

cunning and good at preserving his own life. The Devilish Wind King can be considered one of the 

hardest to deal with among the lone experts that travel in the Danyang Continent.” 

“Really?” Jian Wushuang’s facial expression changed. 

He realized from Old Snake’s words that the Devilish Wind King could be considered a representative 

character. 

However, he had no idea why the Devilish Wind King visited him. 

Jian Wushuang definitely could not turn away the Grand Ultimate King who personally visited him, so he 

immediately asked Xiao Tiexin to invite the Devilish Wind King into the fort. 

Jian Wushuang finally met the Devilish Wind King in the Grand Hall. 

“Haha... Greetings Alliance Master Su Han, nice to meet you.” The Devilish Wind King was very humble 

when he met Jian Wushuang and even lowered his stance. 

“Devilish Wind King, you’re being too courteous. Please take a seat.” Jian Wushuang waved his hand to 

gesture for Xiao Tiexin and the others to leave. 

Soon, only both Jian Wushuang and Devilish Wind King were left in the hall. 

“I wonder why you’re personally here?” Jian Wushuang went straight to the point and asked. 

“I’m here for a reason. It has something to do with Fo Yi,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

“Fo Yi?” Jian Wushuang slightly squinted. 

“Don’t worry, Alliance Master Su Han. I don’t have any relationship with Fo Yi so I won’t cause any 

trouble to the Sword Alliance due to his death. Apart from that, I won’t be able to either while you’re 

here even if I wanted.” The Devilish Wind King had a gentle smile on his face. “Frankly speaking, I’m here 

for a special item in Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring.” 

“Special item?” Jian Wushuang was shocked. 

He subconsciously thought about the Fengtian Scroll. 



However, the Devilish Wind King continued, “Alliance Master Su Han, you’ll naturally take over Fo Yi’s 

Interspatial Ring since you’ve killed him. I’m sure you’ve checked the ring in detail but I’m afraid you’ve 

missed something extremely special in the Interspatial Ring.” 

“What is it?” Jian Wushuang asked without reacting much. 

“It’s a common-looking small-sized broken black sword,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

“A broken black sword?” Jian Wushuang relaxed slightly. He originally thought the Devilish Wind King 

was there because of the Fengtian Scroll. However, it looked like it was not the case. 

Jian Wushuang immediately started looking for the broken black sword mentioned by the Devilish Wind 

King in Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring and found it within minutes. 

A broken black sword the size of his palm appeared in his palm with a flip of his hand. 

“Devilish Wind King, is this the broken sword you mentioned?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Yes, this is it!” The Devilish Wind King’s eyes burned with passion while being fixated on the broken 

black sword. 

Jian Wushuang also noticed his burning interest in the sword. 

However, he was puzzled at the bottom of his heart. 

He also noticed that broken black sword when he took a look in Fo Yi’s Interspatial Ring but did not care 

much about it because there was nothing special about that broken sword. He even felt it was just a 

common item. He might not have taken that broken sword as something precious if the Devilish Wind 

King had not come to visit him and might have gotten rid of the broken sword together with the huge 

amount of supplies he had. 

“Devilish Wind King, what’s so special about this broken black sword?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

The Devilish Wind King took a deep inhale and said with a smile, “Alliance Master Su Han, this broken 

sword is not a precious item as it’s only made of common materials. Those who don’t know its true 

profound mystery will take it as a common item and dispose of it. However, this broken sword has a 

significant meaning! 

“The reason is that it’s an entry token to a secret realm!!” 

Chapter 2715: Token of the Secret Realm 

 

“An entry token to the secret realm?” Jian Wushuang was stunned. 

There were two types of secret realms. 

One of them was a naturally formed cosmic secret realm that normally had free spirits living in them and 

was considered a small world. 



These secret realms were mostly extraordinarily valuable because these cosmic secret realms contained 

different elements compared to the Ancient God Domain. The appearance of a cosmic secret realm as 

such would draw the attention of many experts. 

The other type of secret realm was those created by cultivators. 

Just like in his past life, there were many secret realms created by cultivators when Jian Wushuang was 

in the Eternal Chaotic World. 

However, there were no Will of Heavenly Way in the Eternal Chaotic World, allowing the opening up of 

secret realms there to be extremely easy. 

However, it was different in the Ancient God Domain. 

The Ancient God Domain was controlled by the Will of Heavenly Way and the space was extremely 

stable. There was a huge requirement toward a person’s strength to open a secret realm under such 

circumstances. At the very least, normal cultivators such as Ultimate Gods could not do that. 

Even an Undying Saint was not capable of doing so, but there were still some possibilities for those top-

notched or strongest Undying Saints. 

The secret realm that Devilish Wind King mentioned needed an entry token falls to the second type 

which was created by cultivators. 

A secret realm created by cultivators was extremely valuable. 

The person who created the secret realm might have left many blessings and precious items inside the 

secret realm. 

Such a secret realm was extremely attractive to cultivators. 

“Devilish Wind King, you’re saying this broken sword is a token to enter a secret realm?” Jian Wushuang 

stared at the Devilish Wind King. 

“Yes, this secret realm has never been disclosed and almost nobody knew about it. The secret realm 

contains all sorts of blessings with most of them being well preserved,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

“Most of them being well preserved? Does this mean that a part of the blessings has been obtained by 

others? Somebody had previously entered the secret realm?” Jian Wushuang could not help but frown. 

“Somebody had entered the realm. Otherwise, how will I know that this broken sword is the token to 

the secret realm?” The Devilish Wind King smiled and continued speaking, “In truth, this broken black 

sword is the token of the secret realm but it’s not the only token as there are six pieces with this being 

one of the pieces that form a longsword. I also have one of the pieces with me.” The Devilish Wind King 

also took a similar broken black sword out with a flip of his hand. 

Jian Wushuang’s facial expression darkened when he saw the broken black sword in Devilish Wind King’s 

hand. 

“This is nothing as the token to the secret realm was a complete divine sword. I’m the one who initially 

obtained it,” said the Devilish Wind King with a smile. 



“You’re the one who obtained it?” Jian Wushuang’s facial expression changed. 

“Although I’ve obtained the complete token and found the secret realm based on the token’s guidance, 

the secret realm was extremely dangerous while I’m just an ordinary Primary-level Grand Ultimate God 

so I did not manage to travel far before directly retreated and later on gathered a group of not many 

helpers. I only gathered five Grand Ultimate Gods and the six of us once again entered the secret realm 

to explore the place. 

“The six of us worked together this time and managed to obtain some rewards from the secret realm,” 

said the Devilish Wind King with a smile. 

“Fo Yi is one of your helpers?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Yes, he’s one of the helpers I’ve employed and who also obtained a precious item from the secret 

realm. It seemed to be a special scroll but I have no idea what use is that scroll. As for the others, 

they’ve gotten something for themselves too,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes. 

He finally knew the reason Fo Yi owned a Fengtian Scroll. 

It turns out he gained them from a special secret realm. 

That secret realm was created by a super expert and seemed to contain all sorts of precious items that 

one had the opportunity to obtain inside the realm to the extent it seemed normal for Fo Yi to get his 

hands on one or two Fengtian Scrolls. 

“What happened then?” Jian Wushuang looked at the Devilish Wind King. 

“The six of us originally went on an adventure together. However, we met with an extremely dangerous 

situation before we reached the secret realm’s internal area and the six of us could only escape. In the 

end, all six of us had a difficult time leaving the place and were badly wounded. 

“We were in bad shape after leaving the secret realm hence we did not enter the place again. Instead, 

we made a promise to reenter this realm again after fifty years when our strength has almost recovered. 

Apart from that, the token that was originally mine was also broken into six pieces under the request... 

No, under those five people’s coerce with everyone holding on to one of the pieces. 

“None of us six can enter this secret realm on our own under such circumstances. We can only go 

together if we want to enter the realm. In addition, we made a pact not to tell anybody about the secret 

realm” said the Devilish Wind King. 

Jian Wushuang finally understood what was going on when he heard that. 

He also knew the Devilish Wind King’s purpose of coming to see him. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, the secret realm can only be opened after we’ve collected all six pieces of the 

token. The broken sword piece that once belonged to Fo Yi is now in your possession as you’ve killed 

him, hence the others contacted me after they learned of this news and asked me to personally contact 

you about this matter. You can sell this broken black sword token to us if you’re willing. We’ll be able to 

give you a satisfactory price with the five of us working together. 



“Besides that, Alliance Master Su Han can also replace Fo Yi and choose to wander the secret realm with 

us. However, the prerequisite condition is that you cannot tell anyone about this, or...all five of us will 

do our best to kill you. Although I’m not extremely strong and I can’t do anything to you, the other four 

aren’t easy to deal with and are capable of killing you,” said the Devilish Wind King seriously. 

Jian Wushuang smiled quietly and said, “I understand, I’m very interested in the secret realm since it’s 

so wonderful and won’t miss this opportunity since it has been offered to me.” 

“What you meant to say is that you’re joining us on an adventure in the secret realm the next time we 

enter the realm?” 

“Of course.” Jian Wushuang nodded with a smile on his face. 

“If that’s the case, I hope Alliance Master Su Han will keep your promise and not tell others about this. 

Here’s my token. The last time we entered the secret realm was twenty years ago and there are another 

thirty years before we enter the secret realm again. You can prepare yourself well within these thirty 

years. I’ll notify you with this token when the time comes,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

“Thank you.” Jian Wushuang smiled and took the token. 

The Devilish Wind King did not continue to linger and soon left. 

Jian Wushuang slightly squinted as he saw the Devilish Wind King leaving. 

Jian Wushuang mumbled, “This Devilish Wind King is extremely cunning. I wonder if the secret realm he 

mentioned is real or not? No matter which it is, there are still thirty years left. We’ll see it after thirty 

years.” 

Chapter 2716: Got It 

 

30 years was a short time for most cultivators as the time would just fly by. 

However, 30 years was a long time for Jian Wushuang’s lifetime. 

After all, he had barely experienced 100 years since he was reborn. 

30 years was enough for him to greatly improve himself, especially now that he had obtained the second 

Fengtian Scroll. He was much faster compared to his previous speed in understanding the Sword 

Principle and Laws. 

He would achieve a higher level in his understanding of law or perception toward the Sword Principle 

after 30 years with such speedy understanding and would be much stronger compared to his current 

self. He was not afraid even if there was something wrong with what the Devilish Wind King had said. 

“A secret realm... I have to visit the secret realm if what the Devilish Wind King said is true and Fo Yo 

really obtained his Fengtian Scroll from the secret realm,” mumbled Jian Wushuang. However, he soon 

returned to his secret chambers and started meditating in retreat again. 

Time flew by. 



In the blink of an eye, five years had passed. 

The Sword Alliance had completely stabilized and became one of the first-rated forces publicly 

recognized by all forces in the Danyang Continent within those five years. 

In the secret chamber, Jian Wushuang was still focused on understanding the laws and Sword Principle. 

Suddenly... 

[Jian Yi, come over to the Sacred Palace.] Palace Keeper Si Zhen sent a message to him. 

Jian Wushuang immediately opened his eyes but a smile appeared on his face. 

“It’s finally done?” Jian Wushuang knew the reason Palace Keeper Si Zhen asked for him. There was a 

huge possibility that his Royal Blood Gem had been dealt with. 

A 230 catties of Royal Blood Gem was too expensive and it would have been difficult for even Yin Su’er 

from the Crimson Stone Fort to handle. 

It naturally took more time. 

Jian Wushuang immediately left his secret chamber and headed for the Sacred Palace. 

Jian Wushuang met Palace Keeper Si Zhen once he arrived at the Sacred Palace. 

Palace Keeper Si Zhen had a smile on his face when he saw Jian Wushuang before immediately taking an 

interspatial ring out. “This is what you previously mentioned, ten thousand pieces of Divine Elixir Pills 

and one hundred billion Primordial Stones. All of which are in this interspatial ring. Apart from that, the 

selling price was much higher than the items you asked for because your Royal Blood Gem is extremely 

valuable and the Fort Master sold it to someone who happened to need it, hence the Fort Master gave 

you another two thousand pieces of Divine Elixir Pills and twenty billion Primordial Stones.” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes immediately lit up and took the interspatial ring to have a closer look. 

There were indeed 12,000 Divine Elixir Pills and 120,000,000,000 Primordial Stones in the interspatial 

ring. 

It was a huge amount of money—something any top force in the Danyang Continent would not ignore. 

However, it was obvious the price Yin Su’er sold for was much more than those for her to be so 

generous. 

“Palace Keeper Si Zhen, can you tell me who the Fort Master sold the Royal Blood Gem to?” Jian 

Wushuang asked curiously. 

Palace Keeper Si Zhen said the other person happened to need the Royal Blood Gem and the Royal 

Blood Gem was the main ingredient to cultivate Holy Treasures. The person who purchased it must be at 

least an Undying Saint, right? 

“This...” Palace Keeper Si Zhen was quiet for a short moment before he said with a smile. “It’s alright, 

there’s no need to hide matters from you. The Fort Master sold the Royal Blood Gem to Master Mo.” 

“Master Mo? An Undying Saint?” Jian Wushuang continued to ask. 



“He’s an extremely strong Undying Saint. Apart from that, Master Mo still has another extremely special 

identity—the first-ranked craftmaster in the Nine Realms of Golden Crow!!” Palace Keeper Si Zhen said 

with a hint of respect. 

Jian Wushuang was startled when he heard that. 

The first-ranked craftmaster in the Nine Realms of Golden Crow? 

Although his Blood Mountain Sword was his Life Divine Weapon, it did not fully integrate with his 

Perfect Chaotic Creature’s blood essence so it had failed to completely unleash its power. Therefore, he 

had always wanted to search for a strong craftmaster to retemper with his Blood Mountain Sword and 

complete that step. 

Unfortunately, the strongest craftmaster he met when he was in Wusha Wilderness—Master Kun—was 

just a fourth-grade craftmaster. He tried his best and successfully crafted the Golden Glass Armor. 

However, he was not qualified to retemper the Blood Mountain Sword. 

Master Kun also mentioned back then that it was impossible to retemper the Blood Mountain Sword 

without a peak seventh-grade craftmaster. 

However, how could it be easy to find a peak seventh-grade craftmaster? 

“Palace Master Si Zhen, Master Mo’s craftsmanship level must be extremely high since he’s the first-

ranked craftmaster in the Nine Realms of Golden Crow. However, I wonder what level of a craftmaster 

he is at right now?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“I don’t know his exact level but I know there are only two other well-known craftmasters in the Nine 

Realms of Golden Crow apart from Master Mo. Those two have achieved the seventh-grade craftmaster 

level but are still very much behind when compared to Master Mo, hence Master Mo might be a peak 

seventh-grade craftmaster or an eighth-grade craftmaster,” said Palace Keeper Si Zhen. 

“Peak seventh-grade and possibly an eighth-grade?” Jian Wushuang’s body shook as he felt a wave of 

happiness surging through his heart. 

Undoubtedly, Master Mo was the craftmaster he was searching for to retemper his Blood Mountain 

Sword. 

However, a happy surprise was just a happy surprise. He knew that he was still very weak and 

unqualified to meet Master Mo. 

Even if he successfully found Master Mo, Master Mo would not even glance at him—a young man who 

was not even a Grand Ultimate God. 

Even Yin Su’er—the Crimson Stone Fort Master—also needed to do something special if she wanted to 

meet Master Mo. In addition, it also depended on whether Master Mo was in the mood and had the 

time to meet her. 

‘There’s no rush as it’s nice to know about the existence of Master Mo at this junction. It’s not too late 

to ask for a meeting with Master Mo when my strength has grown and power increased,’ thought Jian 

Wushuang to himself. 



Jian Wushuang did not linger and returned to the Sword Alliance after he received the interspatial ring 

from Palace Keeper Si Zhen. 

He then sent a large number of Primordial Stones to Xiao Tiexin, the Sword Alliance’s Chief Steward. 

The speedy development of the Sword Alliance was purely due to the huge amount of resources they 

poured into the alliance. Most of those resources originated from the 10,000,000,000 Primordial Stones 

Jian Wushuang previously received from Palace Keeper Si Zhen. However, those 10,000,000,000 

Primordial Stones were almost gone at that time with the gradual formation of the Divine Sword Army. 

However, he still had 120,000,000,000 Primordial Stones with him at the moment. The Divine Sword 

Army could continue expanding since he still had so many resources. 

As for Jian Wushuang, he continued his retreat and started refining those Divine Elixir Pills. 

He obtained 12,000 Divine Elixir Pills from Palace Keeper Si Zhen and when adding together with the 

4,000 pills he obtained from Fo Yi, he had a total of 16,000 pills at that moment. 

“I might be able to make a breakthrough in my realm by the time the secret realm opens since I have so 

many Divine Elixir Pills with me...” Jian Wushuang mumbled as he closed his eyes and started training. 

Chapter 2717: Gather 

 

Spring passed and winter arrived and twenty-five years had passed in the blink of an eye. 

The Danyang Continent had remained in a balance during that period as there were not any huge fights. 

The top forces were still accumulating their strength and waiting for an opportunity. 

As for the Crimson Stone Fort, the seven factions were still fighting among themselves. However, Yin 

Su’er had a huge amount of resources after she successfully sold the Royal Blood Gem and had been 

continuously attracting experts with the help of those resources so the pressure she faced had been 

tremendously reduced. She was in a far less passive position in the situation she was facing. 

On the other hand, the Sword Alliance had been recruiting during that time period but they had not 

continued their expansion as they too had been accumulating their power. 

Apart from that, the Sword Alliance was not only a publicly recognized first-rated force but was also one 

of the strongest first-rated forces. 

The highest-leveled Grand Ultimate Gods aside, the amount of Heaven Ultimate Gods in the Sword 

Alliance were a terrifying number. 

The Divine Sword Army alone had already expanded to a total of 500 people! 

All of those 500 people were Heaven Ultimate Gods and extremely strong. They had extremely high 

combat power as they knew how to coordinate between military and magic formations. 

Jian Wushuang spent a huge amount of resources that was enough to cause distress to any of the top 

forces during the army’s formation. However, Jian Wushuang did not have any scruples as he had not 



planned to stay for a long time in the Danyang Holy Domain. Therefore, he used all the resources he had 

on hand as he did not care much about preservation. 

None of the top forces in the Danyang Continent would dare put all their resources into build an army 

like him. 

The combat power of the Divine Sword Army rose speedily because of that. As a result, only the Crimson 

Stone Official Army from Crimson Stone Fort was slightly stronger than the Divine Sword Army. It was 

estimated those armies formed by other top forces were at most the same level as the Divine Sword 

Army. 

Jian Wushuang was still understanding the laws and Sword Principle with the help of both Fengtian 

Scrolls in his secret chamber. 

Suddenly, a message token in his interspatial ring slightly trembled. 

‘Is it starting?’ Jian Wushuang immediately opened his eyes and a wicked smile appeared at the corners 

of his mouth. 

Jian Wushuang immediately left his retreat. He then gathered Xiao Tiexin and the others. 

“I need to go out and handle some matters but I’ll be back in a short while. Xin’er, you shall be in charge 

of every matter in the Sword Alliance while I’m away,” Jian Wushuang ordered. 

“Yes, Master.” Xiao Tiexin immediately nodded. 

Sword Alliance’s top management experts such as Sheng Long, Purple Dress House Master, and Long 

Shan looked at each other but dared not show any signs of displeasure. 

Xiao Tiexin was the one who took care of most matters regarding the Sword Alliance when Jian 

Wushuang was in retreat. 

Although Xiao Tiexin was not a powerful expert, she had good management skills. Apart from that, most 

of the Sword Alliance’s resources were under her control and she had trained many loyal experts. She 

had succeeded in building her prestige in the Sword Alliance. 

Nobody dared to say anything when the Sword Alliance’s matters were handed over to her. 

“Xin’er, you need to be careful during this time when I’m away. Try your best to reduce the collision 

between the Sword Alliance and the first-rated forces around us.” Jian Wushuang continued to issue 

orders, “Old Snake, assist her in every way possible.” 

“Yes, Master.” Xiao Tiexin and Old Snake continuously nodded. 

Jian Wushuang was at ease with a strong Primary-level Grand Ultimate God such as Old Snake keeping 

watch and his most trusted Xin’er controlling everything else. 

He immediately made a move. 

... 

In a void near to the edge of the Danyang Continent. 



A thin elder was standing there as he waited in silence. 

The elder was the Devilish Wind King. 

Whoosh! 

A figure came gliding over and arrived in front of the Devilish Wind King within moments. 

“Devilish Wind King, I hope I’m not too late.” Jian Wushuang had a smile on his face. 

“No, you’re the earliest to reach this place apart from me.” Devilish Wind King smiled. However, he 

narrowed his eyes in surprise when he suddenly noticed the divine power coming from Jian Wushuang. 

“You’ve made a breakthrough?” The Devilish Wind King focused his gaze on Jian Wushuang and could 

feel that Jian Wushuang’s divine power had reached the Primary-level Grand Ultimate God from his 

original Peak Heaven Ultimate God. 

“Haha... Luck has allowed me to make a breakthrough a short while ago.” Jian Wushuang smiled 

indifferently. 

It was true that he had made a breakthrough. 

Although he had been working on understanding the law and Sword Principle within these 30 years of 

secluded cultivation, he had also been cultivating to increase his divine power. The most crucial point 

was the 16,000 Divine Elixir Pills he obtained from Palace Keeper Si Zhen and Fo Yi—he had successfully 

refined all those pills. 

Therefore, his divine power had increased tremendously and successfully achieved the High-level 

Heaven Ultimate God realm. 

His true realm was a High-level Heaven Ultimate God, but his divine power had been elevated by two 

levels under the black stone’s concealment which was why the Devilish Wind King thought Jian 

Wushuang had already achieved the Grand Ultimate God. 

‘He was able to kill Fo Yi in one-to-one combat thirty years ago when he had not made a breakthrough 

and was just a Peak Heaven Ultimate God. Now that he has made a breakthrough in his realm and really 

achieved the Grand Ultimate God realm, his strength has definitely undergone some changes. He must 

have the strength comparable to a High-level Grand Ultimate God.’ The Devilish Wind King could not 

help but think to himself. 

“Devilish Wind King, where are the other four?” Jian Wushuang asked as he stood beside the Devilish 

Wind King. 

“Don’t worry, they will arrive soon.” The Devilish Wind King looked forward as he spoke. Suddenly, two 

black dots appeared at the other end of the void in front of them. 

“The two of them are here. They must have traveled together,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

Jian Wushuang also immediately looked towards those two black dots. 

Those two dots traveling speedily turned out to be two human figures and appeared in front of them in 

the blink of an eye. 



They were a man and a woman. 

The man was muscular and had messy red hair while both his facial expression and eyes were extremely 

fierce. He crossed his arms around his chest and gave others a feeling that he was extremely rough. 

On the other hand, the woman appeared to be an extremely delicate lady in a purple dress that made 

people feel affectionate towards her. 

The purple-clad lady was extremely beautiful with her every move having rippling effects on those 

people who saw her. 

However, Jian Wushuang dared not look down at the both of them as he stood before them. It did not 

only apply to the rough and burly man but also the beautiful purple-clad lady too. 

It was because he had discovered those two were emitting an extremely strong divine power. 

Their divine power was not something common Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods had—already 

surpassed Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods. 

That man and woman pair were both High-level Grand Ultimate Gods! 

Chapter 2718: Six People 

“Alliance Master Su Han, allow me to make an introduction. These two are Grand Ultimate God Hong 

Chen and Long Xianzi. Both of them are unaffiliated experts,” introduced the Devilish Wind King. 

“Greetings to the both of you.” Jian Wushuang also greeted both of them modestly. 

Although he had never heard of their names, they should be strong as both were High-level Grand 

Ultimate Gods. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, it’s an honor to finally meet you.” The purple-clad beautiful lady called Long 

Xianzi smiled softly. 

Grand Ultimate God Hong Chen—the rough-looking burly man—only glanced at Jian Wushuang coldly. 

“There are two others who should be here soon,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

Soon, the other two arrived one after the other. 

One of them was only a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God poise young man. However, he possessed a 

strong aura. Jian Wushuang learned his name was Yi Shen under the Devilish Wind King’s introduction 

who was from a first-rated force. 

The last person...was a tough and stockily built bald elder who emitted a berserk aura. 

The bald elder’s appearance caused a scary aura to come compressing towards them. 

His aura was extremely strong. It was much stronger compared to the others there including Grand 

Ultimate God Hong Chen and Long Xianzi. 

He was known as Saber Master and came from...Crimson Stone Fort. 



‘Crimson Stone Fort’s Saber Master? He’s also one of the six?’ Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes when 

he learned about the bald elder’s identity. 

He knew of the Saber Master from previously reading information about some experts from Crimson 

Stone Fort in detail. 

There were seven factions in the Crimson Stone Fort and apart from three of the stronger factions, there 

were four smaller factions. All those four smaller factions were not weak and had two to three Grand 

Ultimate Gods overseeing them with Saber Master being one of the smaller factions’ rulers. 

Jian Wushuang had once read the Saber Master’s information in detail. 

‘His cultivation is that of a High-level Grand Ultimate God and is extremely strong with his berserk saber 

skills. He’s capable of being in the top three positions among High-level Grand Ultimate Gods in the 

Danyang Continent!’ There were only a handful of Peak Grand Ultimate Gods among the top forces and 

unaffiliated experts in the Danyang Continent after all. Putting these Peak Grand Ultimate Gods aside, 

the strongest experts were the High-level Grand Ultimate Gods. 

Saber Master was capable of being in the top three positions among High-level Grand Ultimate Gods 

only meant he was capable of being placed in the top ten positions in the entire Danyang Continent. 

He was a true expert. 

He was much stronger compared to Grand Ultimate God Hong Chen and Long Xianzi who were also 

High-level Grand Ultimate Gods. 

Saber Master looked at everybody present once he arrived with his gaze finally stopping on Jian 

Wushuang. “You’re Su Han?” 

“Yes. Greetings to you, Saber Master.” Jian Wushuang modestly presented himself. 

“I’ve heard about you. Your Sword Alliance has recently developed very speedily and can be considered 

quite strong among first-rated forces in the Danyang Continent. However, you seemed to be just a Peak 

Heaven Ultimate God the last time I heard about you. Who knew you’ll make a breakthrough to the 

Grand Ultimate God realm after thirty years. Your improvement rate is really great,” said Saber Master. 

The people surrounding them also looked at Jian Wushuang. 

They noticed Jian Wushuang’s divine power had elevated, hence they no longer dare to look down on 

him. 

Jian Wushuang was the publicly recognized exceptional genius in the Danyang Continent who managed 

to even kill Fo Yi when he was still in the Peak Heaven Ultimate God realm after all. He must have grown 

even more powerful with him making a breakthrough. There was even a possibility he might not be 

weaker when compared to a High-level Grand Ultimate God. 

“Alright, let’s go now that everybody is here,” said Saber Master. 

The group of six immediately started their journey. 



Jian Wushuang had no idea the exact location of the secret realm so he could only follow those five 

Grand Ultimate Gods leading the way in front of him. 

During the journey, the Devilish Wind King glanced at Jian Wushuang and secretly sent him a message. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, we’ll arrive at the secret realm’s entrance shortly. Before that, there’s 

something that I’d like to discuss with you.” 

“What is it?” Jian Wushuang was slightly puzzled. 

What was it that he could not speak directly and had to secretly send messages? 

“You’ve seen the strength of all six experts who know about the secret realm’s location and preparing to 

venture inside of it are hugely different. Some are strong while others are weak. For example, Saber 

Master is one of the publicly recognized top experts in the Danyang Continent because of his extremely 

strong combat power. He alone is capable of fighting against two or perhaps even three High-level 

Grand Ultimate Gods at the same time. He’d win without a doubt if faced against a Primary-level Grand 

Ultimate God!” Devilish Wind King said. 

Jian Wushuang did not question that statement. 

It was true that Saber Master had the power to easily sweep away Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods. 

“All of us have to be careful of Saber Master because he’s too strong. After all, snatching for 

opportunities and precious items in the secret realm relies a lot on one’s strength and there isn’t any 

fairness during the process. He has a huge chance of winning if there really is a fight over precious items. 

Even if the precious items landed in our hands instead of his, he can still force us to hand it over with his 

powerful strength!” Devilish Wind King exclaimed. 

Jian Wushuang was not surprised when he heard that. 

The fight for precious items had always relied on a person’s strength. 

Apart from that, fighting and killing over precious items was also a norm. 

Although the six of them traveled and seemed to be working together as they wandered in the secret 

realm. However, the six of them would start fighting if they really encountered some wonderful 

opportunities or precious items. 

“He’s not the only one as there’s also Grand Ultimate God Hong Chen and Long Xianzi. All three of them 

are very much stronger High-level Grand Ultimate Gods compared to us. You, me, and Yi Shen are only 

Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods and will be at a disadvantage when wandering the secret realm. 

“You might be in a better position as you can still defend yourself against Grand Ultimate God Hong 

Chen and Long Xianzi. However, both I and Yi Shen aren’t capable of that, hence we’ve agreed to work 

together during this journey in the secret realm. We shall advance and retreat together while dividing 

any precious items or opportunities we obtained equally. 

“I’m sending you a message now with hopes that you’ll join us. If the three of us work together, we 

don’t need to be afraid of Grand Ultimate God Hong Chen and Long Xianzi. How does that sound? Do 

you want to join us?” The Devilish Wind King seriously asked and looked at Jian Wushuang with a hint of 

expectation in his eyes. 



Jian Wushuang was quiet for some time before directly nodding. “Sure.” 

“That’s great! Although the three of us are only Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods, the three of them—

Saber Master, Hong Chen, and Long Xianzi—won’t dare to be too forceful towards us if we work 

together.” Devilish Wind King smiled while Yi Shen also looked over at them. 

It looked as though the three of them had achieved a mutual understanding. 

However, each of them had his hidden motives. 

Chapter 2719: Enter the Secret Realm 

Jian Wushuang and the others appeared in front of a gloomy mysterious old forest that was lingered 

with grey haze. 

“This is...the City of Bones?” Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. 

Danyang Continent was the core of Danyang Holy Domain and had an extremely large area. 

There were some extremely dangerous areas on such a huge piece of land. 

The City of Bones was one of those extreme places on the Danyang Continent filled with dangers. 

It was said there was a huge possibility for Grand Ultimate Gods to fall if they entered the inner area of 

the City of Bones. 

There were even rumors that some horrendous dangers in the deepest area of the City of Bones could 

even kill an Undying Saint!! 

In short, the City of Bones was famous for being vicious! 

“The secret realm is in the City of Bones?” Jian Wushuang frowned. 

“Let’s go.”‘ Devilish Wind King waved his hand before the group of six entered the City of Bones without 

any hesitation. 

The City of Bones was extremely dangerous but they had six Grand Ultimate Gods working together to 

explore the place and would not face any great dangers as long as they did not enter the extremely 

dangerous inner area. The six of them skimmed through the entire journey and finally arrived at an 

insignificant canyon after a day. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, do you see this canyon in front of us?” The Devilish Wind King stood beside 

Jian Wushuang. 

“I indeed see it. Why? Is the secret realm inside this canyon?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Inside this canyon? No, the canyon you are seeing isn’t a real canyon, but just an illusion,” said the 

Devilish Wing King with a smile. 

“An illusion?” Jian Wushuang was stunned and stared at that canyon again but could not determine if 

there was anything wrong with it. 



Devilish Wind King said with a smile, “This illusion is extremely powerful and was personally created by 

the secret realm’s owner. Not only you, but even a real Undying Saint could not notice any flaws when 

they fly over this canyon. Even if somebody accidentally arrived at this canyon, they won’t be able to 

feel anything. Only people who own the token like us can activate the secret realm hidden in this 

canyon. Alright, let’s take our tokens out.” 

The Devilish Wind King was the first to take his broken black sword out. 

The others including Jian Wushuang also respectively took their broken black swords out. 

Six broken black swords speedily combined before a unique aura radiated from the black sword. 

Hum~~ 

The canyon in front of them slightly vibrated under that special aura as a spatial passage appeared amid 

the void. 

The spatial passage was extremely dark and mysterious. It was impossible to see what was located at 

the other side of the passage with their bare naked eyes. 

However, the Devilish Wind King and the others had an excited expression when they saw the spatial 

passage appearing before their eyes before entering the spatial passage. 

Jian Wushuang followed behind them. 

Waves of light flashed past them and they reappeared once again. Jian Wushuang discovered he had 

arrived at a huge dark void. 

There was no end to the dark void without a glimpse of light. 

“This...is the secret realm’s interior?” Jian Wushuang curiously looked around him. 

There were all sorts of things found on heaven and earth in the dark void—it was not any different from 

a normal world. 

However, that secret realm was formed by an expert with great means. 

Only top experts could manage such means. 

As for the remaining five people, they were not as curious since they were quite familiar with the 

situation around them as they had visited that place 50 years ago. 

“This visit will be the same as our previous trip with the six of us working together to explore this area. 

Everybody should be careful as this secret realm contains all sorts of dangers. We’ll be eternally doomed 

if we accidentally fail and can only blame ourselves for our weakness with it having nothing to do with 

the others,” said the Saber Master in a low voice. 

“That’s for sure.” The others who traveled together nodded in agreement. 

“Come, let’s walk towards the deeper areas,” said the Saber Master before six of them immediately 

started skimming forward. 



Even though they had previously experienced exploring the area, Saber Master and the others still 

traveled at a slow and cautious pace. 

It was a secret realm created by top experts after all and was bound to be extremely dangerous, hence 

nobody dared to act carelessly. 

Although this dark void was extremely huge, there was only one path that headed towards the deeper 

parts which only meant they had to keep skimming forward. 

The group of six skimmed forward for around an hour but encountered nothing during their journey. 

At that moment... 

Saber Master who was leading in front suddenly exclaimed, “Stop.” 

The six of them immediately stopped and looked towards the void in front of them. 

That void’s area was different from the dark voids they previously passed by as there was a huge 

amount of hazy air current covering the entire void. 

“We’ve arrived at the first dangerous spot. All of you have to be careful and don’t get lost as nobody will 

be able to rescue you,” reminded Saber Master. 

Hong Chen and Long Xianzi seemed to be at ease. However, Yi Shen and Devilish Wind King looked a bit 

more solemn. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, are your soul and state of mind considered strong?” The Devilish Wind King 

looked toward Jian Wushuang. 

“Soul and state of mind?” Jian Wushuang’s facial expression slightly changed. 

The Devilish Wind King continued, “We need to cross through the first dangerous spot in this secret 

realm. We’ve ventured through this area previously. Although we succeeded in doing so, this area is 

capable of leading one’s soul into chaos. There are even illusions in this area that can affect a person’s 

soul and state of mind, causing those with a weak soul or state of mind to get lost. They might even 

become mad so you need to be extremely careful later.” 

“Understood.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly as he was quite confident about his soul and state of 

mind. 

The six of them immediately made their move. 

Six figures skimming into the void that was filled with hazy air current void in front of them. A strong 

wave of unique energy immediately came rushing towards them as they entered. 

The power wave was directed to a person’s soul. However, Jian Wushuang had a layer of indestructible 

Exquisite Pagoda around his soul which had astonishing defensive capabilities toward soul attacks. The 

chaotic effects toward the soul in this void had no effects on him. 

As for the illusions in the void, Jian Wushuang had completely ignored them! 

In terms of the state of mind...his state of mind had always been lofty. 



His state of mind was as though made of steel as it was trained after experiencing many tribulations and 

tortures. 

Although the void’s illusion felt extremely authentic, it was almost impossible for it to affect him. 

Jian Wushuang skimmed through the void and did not stop at all during the entire way. He only traveled 

forward and had directly crossed the area filled with hazy air current in a short moment. 

Chapter 2720: Principle Spirits 

On the other side of the special area, the bald and stockily built Elder Saber Master had ignored the 

souls and illusions obstacles by relying on his peremptory strength and was the first person to step foot 

to the edge of the area. 

Saber Master stopped and turned around to have a look after he passed through the area. 

He originally thought the second person to go through and follow behind him should be either the 

Grand Ultimate Gods Hong Chen or Long Xianzi. However, the first person to appear beside him was Jian 

Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang was the second person to pass through the area. 

“Oh? Su Han, it looks like your soul and state of mind is quite strong?” Saber Master said. 

“Thank you for your praises, Saber Master.” Jian Wushuang only smiled indifferently as his line of sight 

continued to focus on the people still inside that area. 

The chaotic soul effects and illusions in the area were extremely powerful. Jian Wushuang only managed 

to cross the area with ease due to the help from the Exquisite Pagoda. 

As for the others, Hong Chen and Long Xianzi were alright with perfectly calm expressions on their faces. 

They were only slightly slower. 

However, Devilish Wind King and Yi Shen had darkened expressions on their faces. It was obvious the 

two needed strenuous effort to resist the chaotic soul effects and illusions. 

Although they required strenuous effort, they did not stop their pace because of it. 

Hong Chen, Long Xianzi, Yi Shen, and the Devilish Wind King continued to advance the area with the 

Devilish Wind King being the last to pass through the area. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, I never expect your soul and state of mind to be of such a high level!” The 

Devilish Wind King looked at Jian Wushuang in a slightly surprised manner. 

He had some information about Jian Wushuang and also knew that Jian Wushuang had improved 

extremely fast. 

In his opinion, increasing one’s realm in such a quick manner would usually result in lowering one’s soul 

and state of mind. 

On the contrary, Jian Wushuang was much more relaxed than any of them and was only slower than 

Saber Master. 



“I managed to raise it after experiencing a lot of hardship.” Jian Wushuang only casually made an excuse 

before the group of six continued moving forward. 

Not long after that, the six of them arrived in a special void. 

That void also had a huge amount of hazy air current enshrouding it. However, those air currents were 

golden in color. 

“We’ve arrived in the second dangerous area.” The Saber Mater looked at the void in front of them. 

The expression on Hong Chen, Long Xianzi, Yi Shen, and Devilish Wind King faces had turned extremely 

serious. 

They had explored the secret realm 50 years ago and faced many dangers. The first dangerous area they 

faced just moments ago focuses on their soul and state of mind. It was considered the least dangerous 

area. However, the second dangerous zone was much deadlier compared to the first. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, do you have any pills or items that can recover our divine power within a short 

time?” The Devilish Wind King glanced at Jian Wushuang. 

“I do have some pills and precious items that can recover one’s divine power in a short time,” replied 

Jian Wushuang. 

“That should do. The second dangerous area we’re going to face is going to be much more difficult 

compared to the first. You have to be extremely careful. Apart from that, don’t be reluctant to use those 

pills and precious items to recover your divine power as you have to ensure your divine power is always 

abundant,” said the Devilish Wind King. 

“I understand.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. 

“Let’s go!” The Saber Master said and was the first to enter the void filled with golden air currents in 

front of him. 

Jian Wushuang and the remaining four also followed behind him and skimmed into the void. 

At that moment when they entered the void filled with golden air currents... Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Some soft noises could be heard from the void around them. 

“They’re coming.” The Saber Master had a cold glint in his eyes. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Several golden figures could be seen densely packed in the void around them before turning into golden 

streams and shooting at the six of them. 

“What are these things?” Jian Wushuang’s facial expression changed as he focused on the golden figures 

that had no substance and formed purely from the golden air currents. Jian Wushuang could feel the 

strong existence of principle in those golden air currents. 

“Could they be principle spirits?” 



Principle spirits... Jian Wushuang learned about that term from Purple Blood Saint’s insights he 

previously obtained. 

Purple Blood Saint had a high understanding of the Sword Principle and clearly understood the number 

of levels the Sword Principle had. 

There was a huge difference between the beginning Principle World, the second stage Principle Tree, 

and the third stage Formation of All Things. 

Stepping across each stage would result in a huge improvement to a person’s overall strength. 

Especially the third Formation of All Things stage—was an unimaginably incredible method. 

These principle spirits evolved purely from principles but had self-awareness. 

Many principle spirits formed and attacked the six of them from all directions in the special void at that 

moment. 

Jian Wushuang dared not act carelessly and immediately unsheath his Blood Mountain Sword before 

waving it single-handedly. 

Slash~~ The shrill sword shadows directly cut outward and slashed the principle spirits coming towards 

him into halves. The sword shadows continued to slash outward and killed many principle spirits before 

disappearing. 

“These principle spirits are actually so weak?” Jian Wushuang was extremely surprised. 

He originally thought the owner of that secret realm was an extreme expert, hence the principle spirits 

formed should be extremely strong. However, he discovered that these principle spirits were not that 

strong upon engaging them. Every principle spirit was only at the ordinary High-level Heaven Ultimate 

God level of strength. 

A wave of his sword was sufficient to kill many such principle spirits. 

However, Jian Wushuang was unable to cheer up even though he knew those principle spirits were very 

weak. 

After all, there were too many principle spirits around them. 

They were so densely packed with at least tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of them. 

On the other hand, those principle spirits did not have any self-awareness and only knew to attack 

them. The six of them were extremely strong and able to resist the attacks. However, the most crucial 

point was they still had to utilize their divine power to block the attacks of so many principle spirits. 

Apart from that, it consumed an extremely high amount of their divine power. 

He finally understood the reason Devilish Wind King asked if he had prepared divine power recovery pills 

that took effect in a short time. 

It would take them a slightly longer time to cross through the wide void. During that time, they had to 

resist the crazed attacks from those principle spirits with their full capacity which consumed a huge 



amount of their divine power. It would result in their deaths if their divine power had been exhausted 

before managing to completely crossover the area. 

“Be careful and try your best to conserve your divine power! 

“Damn it, there are really too many of these principle spirits.” 

There was really a lot of them. 

The densely packed principle spirits came swarming toward them from their surroundings such that 

even Jian Wushuang had to use his full might to withstand them which also caused his divine power to 

be rapidly consumed. 

 


